A fundamental task of data analysis is comprehending what distinguishes clusters found within the data. We present the problem of mining distinguishing sets which seeks to find sets of objects or attributes that induce that most change among the incremental bi-clusters of a binary dataset. Unlike emerging patterns and contrast sets which only focus on statistical differences between support of itemsets, our approach considers distinctions in both the attribute space and the object space. Viewing the lattice of bi-clusters formed within a data set as a weighted directed graph, we mine the most significant distinguishing sets by growing a maximal cost spanning tree of the lattice. In this paper we present a weighting function for measuring distinction among bi-clusters in the lattice and the novel MIDS algorithm. MIDS simultaneously enumerates biclusters, constructs the bi-cluster lattice, and computes the distinguishing sets. The efficient computational performance of MIDS is exhibited in a performance test on real world and benchmark data sets. The utility of distinguishing sets is also demonstrated with experiments on synthetic and real data.
Introduction
Mining bi-clusters in binary data (closed itemsets, formal concepts, subspace clusters, maximal edge bipartite cliques) is a common data mining task which has proven its utility in bioinformatics, basket data analysis, text mining, web mining, and recommender systems [1, 2] . Typically, the set of all bi-clusters tends to be large, which makes reasoning about the bi-clusters a challenging task. Increasingly, methods for reasoning about the bi-clusters incorporate the lattice structure for visualization and rule generation [3, 4] . In this paper we propose the new data mining task of discovering distinguishing sets which also makes use of the bi-cluster lattice. The goal of this discovery task is to discover sets of attributes and / or objects that most distinguish the bi-clusters of a dataset from each other. Enumerating and exploring the distinguishing sets may be thought of as a useful way to reason about the relationship that * Computer Science Dept. University of Cincinnati † Computer Science Dept. University of Cincinnati exists between bi-clusters. We define the distinguishing sets as the difference between a bi-cluster and an immediate parent in the lattice. Therefore each edge in the bi-cluster lattice corresponds directly to two distinguishing sets, an attribute distinguishing set and object distinguishing set. However, the lattice tends to be cluttered and several paths exist between a bi-cluster and its ancestors. This motivates the key question which distinguishing sets are most significant? Small differences between a bi-cluster and its immediate neighbors may be the result of noise or human error, and may not represent a significant distinction. Consequently, exploiting the lattice structure for understanding the data hierarchy, rule generation or visualization is hindered. By means of enumerating the significant distinguishing sets we accomplish two objectives. First, the key sets of attributes and/or objects that truly partition the data into bi-clusters are revealed. Second the edges of the lattice are prioritized potentially leading to scalable and informative visualization techniques and rule generation.
In our approach we model the bi-cluster lattice as a directed graph in which the edges are weighted by the degree of distinction between a bi-cluster and its upper neighbors. With this formulation we may transform the problem of discovering significant distinguishing sets into the problem of growing a maximum cost spanning tree in the graph. By growing the maximum cost spanning tree both objectives mentioned above are achieved: distinguishing sets are enumerated and the edges of the bi-cluster lattice are prioritized. Furthermore, we intend for this data analysis task to be performed "on the fly", implying that this problem is at least as difficult as mining bi-clusters. Our main contributions in this paper are:
1. Introduce the concept of distinguishing sets 2. Present a quantitative measure for capturing the degree of distinction between incremental biclusters 3. Present the MIDS (mine incremental distinguishing sets) algorithm based on growing a maximum cost spanning tree in the bi-cluster lattice (c) Spanning Tree Figure 1 : Sample data set and it's bi-cluster lattice 1.1 Motivating application A motivating application for detecting significant distinguishing sets comes from the bioinformatics domain. Deciphering mechanisms of gene regulation continues to be a major challenge in functional genomics and many biological investigations are concerned with the interactions between transcription factors (TFs) and target genes. Transcription factors are proteins that bind to genomic regulatory regions of the genes and regulate their expression. Consider the data table in figure 1(a) which captures interactions between genes and transcription factors. By organizing the bi-clusters of genes and TFs into the lattice structure in figure 1(b) we gain several insights. Specifically, comparing each bi-cluster with an immediate parent tells us the difference in activation of genes / TFs that will transform one cellular process into a different one. Discovering the most significant differences that transform cellular processes is of great interest to current biological research. As can be seen the lattice structure provides useful insight and visualization which is a starting point for reasoning about the bi-clusters. Growing a maximum cost spanning tree in the lattice has the effect of prioritizing relationships between different gene-TF clusters (as can be seen in figure 1(c) ). Furthermore even greater insight into the data can be gained by postprocessing the maximum cost spanning tree; for example enumerating the most frequently occurring distinguishing sets, and the maximal distinguishing set.
Related work
Emerging patterns were first introduced by Dong and Li in order to capture significant changes and differences between datasets [12] . Specifically, an emerging pattern is an itemset whose ratio of support in one dataset over another dataset is larger than a given threshold. Our work differs significantly from emerging patterns in two respects. First, emerging patterns assume the availability of a class label, and therefore are able to split a single dataset D into two datasets. Thus emerging patterns can be viewed as a supervised learning task to a large degree, because without the availability of the class label the very definition of an emerging pattern would not be possible. In this paper we propose a completely unsupervised approach to discovering significant distinctions among the incremental bi-clusters of a dataset. Moreover, emerging patterns only consider the support level to enumerate a significant differences, thus only pointing out differences in the attribute space. On the other hand we consider both changes in attributes and objects. The task of mining contrast sets has also been proposed in the literature [5, 6, 7] . Bay and Pazzani introduced this task in [5] with the purpose of detecting "conjunctions of attributes and values that differ meaningfully in their distribution across groups". The goal of contrast sets is to highlight the differences between two groups, for example high and low income earners. Contrast sets once again assume the availability of a class label and dataset partitioning. Furthermore it was pointed out in [6] that contrast set mining is in fact a special case of the more general rule discovery task. In fact certain frequent itemset mining algorithms find rules corresponding to all the contrast sets discovered by the STUCCO algorithm proposed in [5] . Moreover the detection of the contrast sets does not explicitly utilize the structure of the data (itemset lattice) to detect differences, rather it depends upon testing if contrast set support is independent of group membership. This is accomplished by using the chi-square test. In our approach we propose mining distinctions based solely upon the inherent structure of the data.
Additionally, most current frequent closed itemset and bi-clustering algorithms do not mine the lattice structure of the bi-clusters [8, 9, 10, 11] . It was shown in [3] that the computational cost of building the closedpattern lattice is too great to be performed as a postprocessing step. Therefore the Charm-L [3] does mine the lattice structure, however the lattice structure is not complete until termination of the algorithm. In other words at any point of time during the execution of Charm-L there is no guarantee that for a given bi-cluster we can readily compute its upper neighbors. As will be shown in subsequent sections of this paper, growing a maximum cost spanning tree in the bi-cluster lattice correctly and efficiently depends heavily on the ability to compute the upper neighbors of a bi-cluster at any point during execution.
Preliminaries
In order to keep this paper self contained we review some preliminary concepts. We note here that we will use the term "concept" to refer to a bi-cluster or formal concept for the duration of the paper. A concept can be thought of as a maximally filled rectangle of 1's in the dataset under suitable permutation of the rows and columns. If
For a given concept C we denote the set of its upper neighbors by Υ(C). In most applications we are not interested in all formal concepts in the dataset, but rather a subset of them which satisfy two minimum thresholds minObjects and minAttributes corresponding to the minimum number of objects and attributes contained in the concept. We refer to concepts that satisfy these minimum thresholds as large concepts. Objectsets and attributesets whose support satisfy the minimum thresholds are refered to as frequent. Note that we defined Γ in terms of upper neighbors. We could dually define Γ in terms of lower neighbors due to the duality principle for ordered sets [4] .
Each edge in Γ corresponds exactly to one distinguishing objectset and one distinguishing attributeset. For simplicity we will refer to distinguishing sets as dn-sets.
However, what is more important at distinguishing concepts, the dn-objectset or dn-attributeset? This may depend on the application, but in general to quantify the distinction between concepts both need to be considered. Viewing the concepts as rectangular sub-matrices of the original data set can help visualize this scenario. Let the number of objects in a concept correspond directly to the height of the rectangle and the number of attributes correspond directly to its width. figure 2 . The distinction between C 1 and C 2 is large in terms of attributes, however in terms of objects the distinction is not very significant. On the other hand the distinction between C 1 and C 2 is large in terms of objects, but not in terms of attributes. This example illustrates the need to utilize both the height and the width of a concept when considering the degree of distinction. When both height and width change significantly between a concept and one of its upper neighbor, is when the distinction between them is most significant. Another interesting observation can be made by viewing concepts as rectangular sub-matrices. Starting at the infimum and following any path to the supermum, concepts gradually change shape from elongated rectangles height-wise to elongated rectangles width-wise in the concept lattice. This fact follows from natural properties of the concept lattice. Concepts near the infimum contain the least number of objects and the greatest number of attributes making them the most specific concepts. As we traverse a path in the lattice each upper neighbor becomes more general (more objects and less attributes). The key question is along which path(s) does the greatest transformation from a specific concept to a general concept occur? By viewing the concepts as rectangualr sub-matrices the degree of "shape change" between a concept C i and C i+1 along a path P n corresponds exactly to the specific-to-general transformation. Thus we can capture the degree of distinction between concepts by quantifying the "shape change" among concepts. The first step in capturing distinction is then to define a metric that captures the "shape" of a concept. One option to do this is to compute the ratio of width to height (height to width). Given a concept C =< X, Y > it's shape index α is:
Quantifying change in Γ Consider the example illustrated in
The shape index of a concept captures how square or balanced the concept is. s 1 is maximized when a concept is perfectly square (the number objects and items are exactly equal). Moreover α does not distinguish between concepts that are elongated width-wise or elongated height-wise. This property is essential as we wish to capture the change of all shapes and not bias the measure towards any particular shape. Another option to capture the shape of a concept is to simply compute the area of the rectangle. This area will correspond directly to the number of 1's in the concept. Given a concept C =< X, Y >, α then becomes
Notice that s 2 also does not distinguish between concepts that are elongated width-wise or elongated height-wise. By computing the magnitude of change of α between a concept C i =< X i , Y i > and one of its upper neighbors C i+1 =< X i+1 , Y i+1 > along a path P n we capture the intuition discussed above. Computing this change corresponds to the magnitude of the gradient.
where s j is the choosen shape metric. The partial derivatives in equation 4.1 capture how s j changes with respect to the change in X and Y along a path
Thus we may compute the partial derivatives utilizing the forward difference operator as follows:
Using equations 4.1,4.2, and 4.3 we define our weighting function on Γ as follows.
Definition 4.1 Given two concepts
We assign negative weights to the edges of Γ due to the fact that we wish to grow a maximum cost spanning tree, which is the dual of growing a minimum cost spanning tree.
Algorithms
We now present the MIDS algorithm which simulatenously enumerates the concepts of a dataset D, builds the concept lattice and grows a grows a maximum (minimum) cost tree in Γ.
5.1 Prim's algorithm Minimum cost spanning tree algorithms assume that the graph is readily available as input, which is not the case with Γ. However Prim's algorithm has the interesting property that it grows a sequence of n trees T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T n−1 where T i+1 is obtained from T i by adding a single edge e i+1 , i = 0, . . . , n − 2. Furthermore the edge e i+1 is selected greedily to be a minimum-weight edge among all edges having exactly one vertex in T i and one vertex not in T i ; denoted by Cut(T i ). These properties of Prim's algorithm make it ideal for our problem, because we may dynamically compute Cut(T i ). By Definition of Γ, the neighbors of every concept (vertex) are exactly the set of upper neighbors of that concept. Thus intuition tells us that computing the upper neighbors of the concepts in T i corresponds to computing Cut(T i ). This correspondence in turn allows us to enumerate concepts, build the concept lattice and grow the minimum cost spanning tree all simultaneously. Given a concept c, and current solution of Prim's algorithm T i let
In words, Θ is the set of edges between c and all the upper neighbors of c that do not appear in T i .
Proposition 5.1 Given T i and T
Proof. By Definition of Cut any edge e = (x, y) ∈ Cut(T i ) = e i . Furthermore x ∈ T i and y / ∈ T i . Two cases are possible:
Case 2:
When e i was added to T i−1 to form T i then e was also added to Cut(T i ). By Definition of Γ then y ∈ Υ(c 2 ) and by Definition of Cut(
Thus by construction Cut( 
Cut(T
Utilizing equation 5.4 we grow a minimum cost spanning tree in Γ by first rooting our tree at a desired concept (usually the infimum). Next we compute Cut(T i ) by generating the upper neighbors of the infimum and compute the distinction w between each upper neighbor and the infimum. The tree is then grown by greedily selecting the minimum weight edge and the associated concept. This processes is repeated using equation 5.4 to update the Cut set at each step until all concepts have been visited.
MIDS Algorithm
Below is pseudo code for MIDS algorithm (mining distinguishing sets), based on equation 5.4. The upper neighbors of the root concept are first computed and inserted into a priority queue Q (lines 2-7). The current Cut set is maintained implicitly by Q. Moreover once a concept is discovered it is stored in a hashtable along with a hash id. In this manner Q nor T have to explicitly store the concepts; rather they simply store the hash id of each concept,while the weight of each edge is utilized as the priority metric in Q. This allows for quick retrieval of the minimum weight edge in the current Cut set and verification that the concept corresponding to that edge is not already in the tree (lines [10] [11] [12] [14] . Neighbors computes the upper neighbors of any given concept c based solely on c, without the use of any additional data or complicated data structures. For exact details and proof of correctness refer to [14] . ∪ {o}) ) and is referred to as the closure operator. Each concept in S is greater than C but is not necessarily an upper neighbor. To the best of our knowledge most closed itemset mining algorithm compute the set S; however they do not identify which concepts in S which are upper neighbors of C. Theorem 5.1 identifies the upper neighbors of C.
Theorem 5.1 Let C =< X, Y > be a concept in D = (O, A, R) and C is not the supremum. Then ⊕(Y ∪ {o}), where o ∈ O is the objectset of an upper neighbor of C if and only if for all z ∈ ⊕(Y ∪ {o}) − Y the following holds: ⊕(Y ∪ {z}) = ⊕(Y ∪ {o})
Proof. See [14] Following the generate and test strategy lines 5-6 of Neighbors generate a candidate concept by computing S, while line 7 performs the upper neighbor check according to theorem 5.1. The computational complexity of Neighbors is O(|O| 2 × |A|). Computing the closure operator takes O(|O|×|A|) and this operator is required to execute O(|O|) times. In the following sub-sections we introduce several optimizations to improve the practical running time of Neighbors (although the theoretical complexity remains the same) within the context of our problem.
Optimized neighbors
The major operations involved in Neighbors are set intersection, set difference and subset checking. Any reduction in the number of times these operations are performed will improve the practical running time of this algorithm.
Enumerating only large concepts
As mentioned earlier most applications are only interested in large concepts that satisfy the threshold parameters minAttributes and minObjects. Thus the first standard optimization is to utilize the anti-monotone property of set-intersection to drastically reduce the number of set intersections performed. Furthermore, it is a known fact in data-mining that many of the 2-objectsets (and objectset of size 2) turn out to be infrequent [3] . Thus much computational resources are waisted performing set intersections when computing ϕ(Y ∪ {o}) (line 5) that will eventually lead to infrequent upper neighbors. One option to reduce computation cost is to compute the support of every 2-objectset in a preprocessing step and store the result in 2d upper triangular boolean array. Efficient methods of computing this are presented in [3] . Prior to computing line 5 we check if any y ∈ Y is infrequent with respect to {o}; if any such y exists then the candidate concept < X , Y = ψ(X ) > is guaranteed to be infrequent by the anti-monotone property of set intersection. Moreover by framing the search space for bi-clusters by utilizing a prefix tree we
Algorithm 3: UNCheck procedure can easily check if objectsets are frequent with respect to each other. This has been well studied in closed frequent itemset mining approaches [8, 11, 9, 10] . Therefore we execute the ϕ(Y ∪ {o}) operation only if all y ∈ Y are frequent with respect to {o}. Combining the UNCheck procedure and our set intersection pruning strategy we develop an optimized version of Neighbors called OptUN, which appears as algorithm 4.
Optimizing upper neighbors check
OptUN follows the same generate and test strategy as Neighbors did. Line 5 performs a constant time check to make sure all objects are frequent with respect to {o}. This however does not guarantee that the resulting candidate concept will be frequent; thus the additional . However since we perform two more pruning steps the statements must be repeated two more times. 
Analysis

Experimental Results
Experiments were performed on a 2.80 GHz Pentium-D PC with 3.68GB of memory running SUSE Linux. All algorithms were coded in C++ using the STL libraries and data structures. For performance comparison, we used the original source code of CHARM-L [3] downloaded from(http://www.cs.rpi.edu/zaki/software/). We implemented Neighbors in C++ also using the STL libraries and data structures. It must be noted that CHARM-L and MIDS perform different mining tasks; CHARM-L enumerates and constructs the lattice of closed itemsets for rule generation, while MIDS grows a maximum cost spanning tree in the lattice. However, one approach to growing the dn-set tree would be to construct the concept lattice using an algorithm such as CHARM-L weighting the edges, then utilizing any known maximum cost spanning tree algorithm. Growing the maximum cost spanning tree during the mining process is not possible with CHARM-L due to the fact that at any given moment the algorithm does not guarantee that all the upper neighbors of a bi-cluster are enumerated. Due to this fact the cut set cannot be maintained and the greedy approach followed by MIDS cannot be implemented. Moreover, only at the termination of CHARM-L is the lattice structure assured to be correct. Many instances exist in the algorithm at which parent pointers of existing lattice nodes have to be adjusted. Thus, clearly a post processing step is needed to ensure correctness when searching for significant dn-sets.
We chose three real-world datasets from the bioinformatics domain for the performance tests and the benchmark Mushrooms dataset. These are available publicly at www.cs.uc.edu/ãlqadaf. The characteristics of the datasets are listed in figure 3(a) , while the results are displayed in figure 4 . We compare the performance of MIDS to CHARM-L followed by a post processing step to compute the minimum spanning tree. To ensure a fair comparison all experiments were run with minObjects = 1, which in effect tells MIDS to search for closed itemsets. We observe that on PhenoType the performance is equivalent at higher levels of support, however for lower levels MIDS clearly outperforms CHARM-L. This scenario is repeated with the Mushrooms datasets: high levels of support yield and advantage to CHARM-L, while MIDS outperforms at lower levels. In order to better understand this phenomenon we computed the ratio of edges to bi-clusters in the lattice for different minimum support levels ( figure 3(b) ). This value indicates the density and complexity of the lattice for each support level. Clearly, the higher this ratio the more difficult the search for dn-sets become. We noticed that as lattice density increases, MIDS remains much more scalable compared to CHARM-L as evidenced by both the PhenoType and Mushrooms datasets. On the other hand, CHARM-L executes faster in both Gene Ontology and Micro datasets which contain lower lattice densities.
The performance experiments illustrate the practical utility of MIDS. This is especially true for low levels of support and dense lattices where the difference in running times were significant. This advantage is critical in sparse datasets not only found in the bio-informatics domain, but also in text mining and market-basket anal- 6.1 Application to synthetic data In this section we present some results after running MIDS on different synthetic data sets. We generated three different synthetic datasets and refer to them as Syn1, Syn2, and Syn3. All three datasets contained 41 attributes and 50 objects. Bitmaps of all these datasets appear in figure 4. All three datasets contained different levels of noise and different dense regions in which concepts are formed. However region 1 (see figures) was the main region of interest in each experiment. This is due to the fact that region contains two fairly large concepts that are very distinct. This can be seen visually in the figures. Syn1 contained relatively small amounts of noise and only the main dense region 1 of interest. For our first experiment we ran MIDS with minAttributes = minObjects = 1 and α = s 2 and ordered the resulting dn-sets in decreasing order of w. By visual inspection and intuition we expect MIDS to weight the distinction between C 1 and C 2 maximally when growing the dn-set tree. We investigated the results by displaying the upper and lower neighbor pair of the top ranked dn-set ( figure 5(b) ), as can be seen MIDS correctly picks the the greatest distinguishing set to be the distinction between C 1 and C 2 .
We utilize the results in Syn1 as a reference and study what effect adding noise and other dense regions has on the ability of MIDS to pick out distinctions in this region.
Noise was added to Syn1 by randomly placing additional 1's to form Syn2. Once again we ran MIDS with minAttributes = minObjects = 1 and α = s 2 and ordered the result the dn-sets. Interestingly the maximal dn-set was no longer the distinction between C 1 and C 2 . Rather MIDS was able to pick out a single object whose removal resulted in addition of 10 attributes! This distinction is clearly illustrated in figure 5(d) . Upon closer inspection we discovered that C 1 and C 2 were not neighbors in the concept lattice of Syn2. This illustrates the fine grain approach that MIDS takes in mining dn-sets as result of relying solely on the lattice structure. On the other hand, by increasing the minimum thresholds minAttributes and minObjects the granularly of MIDS can be adjusted. We executed the algorithm on Syn2 with minAttributes = minObjects = 2 and in that case C 1 and C 2 were upper neighbors in the concept lattice, (since smaller concepts were filtered out) and we obtained a similar result as in our experiment with Syn1. This illustrates the robustness and flexibility of MIDS.
Syn3 contained three main dense regions of con-
Figure 5: Bitmaps of experimental results on Syn1, Syn2, Syn3 cepts, labeled regions 1,2, and 3. Notice that regions 2 and 3 do not contain clearly distinctive concepts, whereas region 1 does. Region 3 essentially contains three large concepts differentiated by one or two objects and attributes. Whereas region 2 contains several large concepts, but once again the distinction among each concept is minimal. Region 1 is the same region of interest that MIDS pointed to in Syn1 with additional noise. We conducted experiments to test if MIDS would still mine the interesting distinctions inherent in region 1 despite the facts that:
1. regions 2 and 3 are larger and contain more mass 2. regions 2 and 3 overlap with region 1 3. the shape of region 1 has been distorted slightly Executing MIDS with minAttributes = minObjects = 2 resulted in in figures 5(f). The lower neighbor is primarily located in region 1, but the influence of region 2 is not ignored. The upper neighbor is completely located in region 1.
Throughout all experiments on the different datasets the dn-sets in the primary region of interest were consistently mined and prioritized by MIDS. This positive result indicates the ability of MIDS to consistently identify significant distinguishing sets in data.
Experiments in Real Data
In order to measusre the true utility and applicability of distinguishing sets we performed several more experiments utilizing real-world datasets. The mushroom, congress, and datasets were used (all are available at ). In each experiment MIDS was executed and the top 20 distinguishing sets were output. For each distinguishing set we investigated the content of upper neighbor and lower neighbor associated with that distinguishing set utilizing the class labels. Note the class labels were not utilized while executing MIDS. The results of the experiments are exhibited in figure 6 . The mushrooms datasets consists of 22 nominal attributes that describe 8,124 mushrooms. The class label indicates if a mushroom is poisonous (P) or edible (E). MIDS was executed five different times utilizing the s 1 shape metric and varying the minimum attributes parameter between 5-12 %. The choice of minimum attributes was arbitrary to a large degree. The goal was enumerate a suitable number of bi-clusters in order to investigate the utility of the derived distinguishing sets. The resulting distinguishing sets from each of the 5 runs were very similar. Three of the top 20 distinguishing sets mined with min attributes set to 9 % are displayed in figure 6(a) . In each case the lower bi-cluster contains a mixture of posticous and edible mushrooms, while the upper neighbor contains an almost pure bi-cluster with respect to the class label. Even more interesting is the fact that in many cases the distinguishing attribute it self contained a mixture of both edible and posticous mushrooms; however, when the attribute was added to the lower neighbor to form the upper neighbor is when its distinguishing ability was revealed. For example consider dn-set 1.
The distinguishing attribute Chocolate spore print color on its own covers 4,640 mushrooms with 45.51 % posinous and 54.48 % edible. Clearly this attribute on its own does not distinguish the two class labels. Moreover, the attributes of the lower neighbor: free gill, close gill spacing, white veil color, one ring do not distinguish between poisonous and edible mushrooms either; however in conjunction with chocolate spore print color a clear distinction is made. Thus MIDS is able to pick out sets of attributes that induce real distinctions among incremental bi-clusters of the data set, without the use of a class label. The Congress data set contains 16 votes in which each congress person (435 of them) either voted yes, no, or was absent. The tractional goal of machine learning algorithms is to predict the party affiliation (republican or democrat) of each congress person. MIDS was run on this data set once again utilizing the s 1 shape metric and varying the min attribute percentage. Executing MIDS with low min attributes percentages (below 25 %) resulted in only pure bi-clusters. This is a testament to partisan nature of the votes. However, with higher values we are able to attain results similar to the mushroom data set ( figure 6(b) ). Clear distinctions arise between incremental bi-clusters as evidenced by the class distributions. The distinguishing sets in this case pointed out what votes induced bipartisanship and which votes induced partisanship.
Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced the novel idea of measuring distinction among concepts in a dataset by growing a maximum cost spanning tree in the concept lattice. Our approach is completely unsupervised and considers differences in both the attribute and object space. In order to grow the spanning tree we take advantage of some nice properties of Prim's algorithm, allowing us to simultaneously mine the concept lattice and compute the spanning tree. The theoretical complexity and performance studies reveal that this methodology is suited for large datasets and is especially effective as no post processing step is required to grow the tree in order to discover the distinguishing sets. Finally, the efficacy of distinguishing sets was pointed out in experimental results on both synthetic and real data.
